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ABSTRACT 
This study reports on an intenaive 

archaeological survey of a proposed mine site on the 
northeast edge of the City of Laureru, in the 
northeastern quadrant of Laurens County. The project, 
known as the Blakely Mine, is just north of the 
intersection of SC 49 and Le Cary Road. It is Bituated 
in a pasture area, enoompassing the northern two-thirds 
of the properly and oovering a total of approicimately 20 
acres. The survey was limited to this area of immediate 
and primary impact. 

Examination of the site files at the South 
Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology 
revealed that no archaeological Bites were recorded in the 
project area. An inquiry made to the South Carolina 
Department of Archives and History for any previous 
architectural surveys or the presence of any National 
Register properties, sites, districts, or objects, None were 

recorded in the projeat vicinity. 

The proposed mine site was investigated uBing 
shovel tests at 100 foot interval., in spite of immediate 
evidence of extensive erosion and nearby agricultural 
terracing. All shovel tests were screened through 1/ ... 

inch mesh. This area was found to be heavily eroded, 
with clay sub.oJ found on the surface to a maicimum 

depth of 1.0 foot below the surface. T waive transeets, 
with a total of 90 shovel tests, were examined during the 
study. Most of the proposed mine is in pasture, 
although the northeast corner has been clear cut of 
timber. 

The shovel teats faJed to identify any 
archaeological remains, although a scatter of early 
twentieth century materials, including ceramics and 

glass artifacts were identified in the clear cut area. These 
appear to represent the remains of two mid.-twentiet~ 
century dwellings, posBihly tenant houses. The material. 
were assigned the site number 38LU444. The site, 
however, does not appear able to address significant 
research questions and also lacks clear integrity. 
Consequently, it is recommended. ~ not eligible for 
inclUBion on the National Register of Historic Places 
and no further management activities are 

recommended. 

.As always, it is possilile that unrecognized 
archaeological remains may be identified during 
construction. If so, the oonlractor should suspend work 
and notify either Chicora or the State Historic 
Preservation Office. 
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Figure 2. Project boundaries shown on a portion of the Ora USGS topographic map. 
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INTRODUCTION 

igure 3. View of the mine area looking north. 

the study area. On April 4 he reported that there were 
no National Register properties in the corridor. In 
addition, there were architectural sites recorded for the 

project area. Archival and hi.torical research was limited 
to a review of secondary sources available in the Chicora 

Foundation files. 

The survey, which was designed to identify 
prehistoric or historic resources which may be witbn the 

project corridor or on the proposed treatment plant, 

was conducted Monday, January 25, 1999 by Mr. Todd 
Hejlik. A total of 7 .5 person hours were required for 
this study. Cataloging was conducted at Chicora' s 
laboratories in Columbia on January 27 and the report 
was prepared by Dr. Michael Trinkley and Mr. Todd 
Hejlik on January 29, 1999. 
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

Physiographio Province 

The project area is situated in the northeastern 
'luadrant of Laurens County on the northern edge of a 
substantial ridge top ov.rloobng a small, unnamed 
drainage to the north and west. Today thia drainage has 
been impounded to create two small ponds on the 
western edge of the projeol area {Figure 2). 

Laurens County is in the northwest-central 
porlion of South Carolina and is bounded to the north 
by Spartanburg County, to the northeast by Union 
County, to the southeast by Newberry County, to the 
southwest by Greenwood and Abbeville oountiee, and to 
the northwest by Greenville County. The Enoree River 
forms the county's northeastern boundary, while the 
Saluda flows along ite southwestern boarder .. 

Laurens falle within the Piedmont 
Physiographic Province. The geneml slope of tbe terrain 
is eastward, which is the general direction of the major 
drainages within the County (Camp el al. 1975). The 
land ranges from level to steep, but most areas are 
gently sloping to moderately steep. Physiographically, 
the county is a thoroughly dissected plain. In the project 
area elevations range from about 570 feet above mean 

sea level (AMSL) to about 720 feet AMSL. The 
proposed min is situated on a ridge top, with the ground 
falling away on all sides, although it is most clearly 
defined to the southwest, where the ground slopes to the 
previously mentioned drainage. 

The drainages in the county form a dendritio 
pattern and throughout the Piedmont thia terrain has 
besn extensively dissected and degraded. The City of 
Laurens iB situated primarily in the Little River 
drainage, although the survey tract is actually on the 
edge of the nearby Duncan Creek drainage. Numerous 
smaller streams (such as those which are found along 
the southern and western edge of the parcel) are found 
throughout the county. 

Geo!o!1'y and Soils 

Most of the rocks of the Piedmont are gneiss 
and schist, with some marble and quartzite (Hasselton 
1974). Some less intensively metarnorphoaed rocks, 
such as slate, occur along the eastern part of the 
province from southern Virginia into Georgia. Tb.IB 
area, oalled the Slate Belt, is characterized by slightly 
lower ground with wider riv.r valleys. Consequently, the 
Slate Belt has been favored for reservoir sites (Johnson 
1970), as well as prehistoric occupation (see Coe 1964). 
In Laurerui County the underlying geology consists 
primarily of granite, gneiss, schist, and gabbro, and the 
soils of the region are prima.nly derived from the 
weathering of these rocks. The only major exception is 

that the soils of the riv.r floodplam. formed in secliment 
that washed from the uplands of the Piedmont province. 

'I'b.e project area is primarily situated on Cecil -
sandy loams, characterized by slopes of 2 to 6% (Camp 
et al. l 975:Map 56). Nearby are sotl. of the Appling 
aeries, as well as Cecil soils on much steeper slopes {up 
to about 10%). 

The 1973 aerial photographs al.o reveal that 
most of the proposed mine site was in pasture, although 
the porlion which is today clear cut is shown in dense 
woods. The two ponds had been constructed by thia time 
and the nearby barn is clearly ehowo in the photographs. 

Cecil sotl. are characterized as having an Ap 
horizon of up to 0.4 foot. Recently formed, this horizon 
consiste of brown (10YR5/3) sandy loam and overlies 
the Blt horizon of yellowish-red {5YRf5/8) sandy clay or 
sandy clay loam. Thia horizon is up to 0.6 foot in depth 
and, in turn, is on a B2lt horiwn of red (2.5YR4/8) 
clay {Camp et al. 1975:12). Camp notes that such 
lands are often successfully cultivated, except where the 
subsoil is exposed. The more steeply sloped areas, as one 
might imagine, are more prone to erosion and have, 
historically, suffered exceptional losses. 
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There are, in fact, a few areas on the survey 

tract where a shallow A horizon is beginning to fonn. 
Mo.t of the shovel to.is, however, revealed either the 
Blt, or more often, the B2lt horizon directly on the 
surface. Thie provide. a clear indication of exlensive 
previOUB erosion. 

In lao!, the 1934 South Carolina Erosion 
Survey by M.W. Lowry found that this portion of 
Lauxens County exhibited mode-rate sheet erosion with 
occasional gullies (Lowry 1934). Thi. portion of 
Laurerui County has lost up to 0.6 foot of soil through 
erosion in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
(Trimhle 1974:3). It is parl of the area olassilied by 
T nmhle as having high antebellum erosion land use 
with postbel\um continuation and belonging to hi. 
Region III - the Cotton Plantation Area (T rimhle 
1974:15). 

Within recent times this area has been logged, 
likely inceeasing soil loas originating during earlier 
agricultural activities. The United States Forest Service 
has determined that logging accounts for upward. of 
0.36 tons of soil erosion per acre per year in this region, 

while areas of skid trails have erosion rates of about 
9. 91 torui pee acce pee year (U.S. Department of 
Agriculture 1980:25). Thi. is clearly evidenced in the 
shovel testing program conducted in the project area 
(discussed in a following section of this study). 

In 1826 Robert Mills remarked that the soils 
weee primarily "clsy and gravel." While they were "well 
adapted to the culture of cotton, com, wheat, tobacco, 
&c," he bemoaned that "some little attention is paid to 
agriculture in the management of lands; but while 
cotton commands so good a price, we may despair of 

mucb prngreos in thi. valuable sy.tem' (Mills 1972:73). 
Thie was repeated for adjacent Newberry District, where 
he noted that: 
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The lands are too much neglected; 
no system of manuring them when 
they begin to fail is pursued. The 
practice has been to tum them out; 
the consequence of whiah is, that 
they are washed into gullies and 
destroyed (Mills 1972: 653). 

Fairfield planter Wil1iam Ellison remacked in 1828 
that "the succesaful cation planter sits down in the 
choicest of his lands, slaughters the forest, and murdera 
the soil" (quoted in Ford 1988:38). In 1842 
agricultural reformer Edmund Ruffin warned of 
impending disaster from the reliance on cotton and 
obsen.J that little effort was being made to protect the 
land (Ruffin 1843:73). 

In sp\te of these early warnings, the South 
Carolina Deparhnent of Agriculture, Commerce, and 
Immigration, as late as 1907, found no reaaon to 
remark on the threat of erosion, noting only that 11the 
second best cation lands are found in [nearby] Anderson 
and Laurens Counties" (State Department of 
Agriculture, Commerce, and Immigration 1907:255). 
Laurena itself boasted of six cation seed oil mille and 
ranked sirlh in cotton production in 1904, increasing 
to fifth in 1906 (State Department of Agriculture, 
Commerce, and lnnnigration 1907 :269, 288) .. 

Elevation, latitude, and distance from the coaat 
work together to affect the climate of South Carolina, 
including the Piedmont. In addition, the more westarly 
mountains block or moderate many of the cold air 

masses that flow across the state from west to east. Even 
the very cold air masses which cross the mountains are 
warmed somewhat by compression before they descend 
on the Piedmont. 

CoUBequently, the climate of Laurens County 
is temperate. The winters are relatively mild and the 
summers warm and humid. Rainfall in the amount of 
44 to 48 inches is adequate, although less than in some 
neigb1oring counties. About 24 to 28 inches of rain 
occur during the grnwing season, with periods of 
drought not uncommon during the summer months. As 
Hilliard illustrates, these droughts tended to be localized 
and tended to occur several yea.re in a row, increasing 
the hardship on those attempting to recover from the 
previous year's crop failure (Hill;ard 1984:16). Perhaps 
the be.t wide-scale example of thi. was the drought of 
1845, whiah caused a series of very serious grain and 
food shortages throughout the state. 

The averege growing season is about 192 days, 



NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

igure 4. Clear cut area at edge of survey traci:, view to the north. 

althouiih early freezes in the fall and late frosts in the 
spring can reduce this period by aB much as 20 or more 

days (Landers 1975:63). Consequently, most cotton 
plantmB, for example, did not take place until early 
May, avoiding the possibility that a late frost would 
damage the young seedhngs. 

Floristics 

Piedmont forests generally belong to the Oak
Hickory Formation as established by Braun (1950). 
The potential natural vegetation of the area is the Oak
Hickory-Pine forest, composes of medium tall to tall 
forests of broadlead deciduous and needleleaf evergreen 
trees (Kuchler 1964). The major components of this 
ecosystem include hickory, shortleaf pine, loblolly pine, 
white oak, and post oak. In actuality, the Piedmont is 
composed of a patchwork of open fields, pine woodlots, 
hardwood stands, mi.~ed stands, and second growth 
fields. Shelford (1963) includes the Carolina Piedmont 
in the Oak-Hickory zone of the Southern Temperate 

DeciduOUB Forest Biome. 

Today the upatchworlt is more than ever 
clearly visible. Any transeci: through the immediate area 
is likely to grassed yards, barren soil at lake or stream 
edges, recently logged stands, logged areas where 
hw:dwoods have been left, and logged areas with second 
growth pine. There is virtually no vegetation in the 
project area that is consistent with the native forests of 
the area. In the immediate project area vegetation is 

limited to the pasturage. A stand of pine woods at the 
edge of the traci: (and partially with.in the survey tract) 
have been recently clear out (Figure 4). 
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PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC OVERVIEW 

The Piedmont hes been the fOCUB of 
considerable archaeological research. Derting et al. 
(1991). for example, oite 69 studies specific to Laurens 
County. Virtually all of these are compliance related, 
with 38% being surveys or similar studies produced by 
the U.S. Forest Service on their Sumter National 
Forest lands. Even more common are those studies 
produced by the South Carolina Department of 
Highways, with their surveys accounting for an 
additional 48% of the pre-1991 literature for the 
county. 

There is no single synthesis of the area's 
archaeology. An overview of the Sumter National 
Forest was prepared by Patricia Logan nearly two 
decades ago, but h .. not been published (Logan n.d.). 
Other researchers, however, have provided considerable 
information on the region. In patlicular, the 
Paleoindian and Early Archaic is carefully explored by 
a variety of authors in an edited volume by Anderson 
and Sassaman (1996). These same researchers have 
aleo explored the Middle and Late Archaic {Sassaman 
and Andera on 1994). The Woodland and Mississippian 
is leas well researched for the Piedmont, although 
Andmon (1994) does provide a generalized overview. 

Dr. Tracy Power of the South Carolina 
Department of Archives and History (peIBonal · 
communication 1997) reporls that there are no 
National Register buildings, districts, structures, sites, 
or object::i in the survey area. In addition, no 
archaeological sites are recorded at the South Carolina 
Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology for the 
general area of this study. 

Prehistoric Overview 

In the Carolina Piedmont, lithic scatters are 
the most common type of prehistoric site encountered. 
Goodyear et al. (1979:131-145) found that lithic 

scatter sites located in the inter-riverine Piedmont were 
geographically extensive and exbbited little artifact 
diveIBity. These sites have been interpreted as: 

limited or specialized activity sites 
which represent resource exploitation 
or other distinct functions. Nearly all 
investigators working in the 
Piedmont have related these sites to 
activities involving hunting, nut 
gathering, and procuring of lithic raw 
materiale {Canouts and Goodyear 
n.d.:8). 

Although the vast majority of these sites are located in 
eroded areas and exbbit little to no subsurface integrity, 
Canouts and Goodyear (1985) argue that they have 
analytical value. This value lies in their horizontal 
rather than vertical dimensions. They argue that, 

[f]uture investigators of upland sites 
muet effect broad-scale spatial 
analyaes coriiparable to the temporal 
analy•es effected through excavation 
of deeply stratilied sites. Bath 
endeavors are necessary, and neither 
is aufficient for the total 
understanding of Piedmont 
prehistory11 (Canouts and Goodyear 
1985: 193). 

One observation that Canouts and Goodyear 
( 1985) made is that lithic raw material ratios change 
through time. For instance, at the Gregg Sha.le site in 
Elbert County, Georgia, the Early Archaic assemblage 
reflects greater use of non-local cryptocrystal!ine 
materials and the Late Archaic, greater use of non
quartz local material {see Tippit! and Marquardt 1981). 
Examination of changing use of lithic resources will 
help archaeologists better understand issues such a. the 
extent of seasonal rounds, trade networks, and social 
organization. Clearly, the discussions by Canouts and 

9 
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Goodyear (1985) argue strongly for a higher regard for 
the 11lowly11 lithia scatter - a very common occurrence 

in the Piedmont. 

Figure 5 provides an overview of the cultural 
sequence commonly found in the Piedmont of South 
Carolina. 

Paleoindian Period 

The Paleoindian period, lasting from 12,000 
to 8,000 B.C., is evidenced by basally thinned, side
notched projectile points; fluted, lanceolate projectJe 
points; side scrapers; end scrapers; and drills (Coe 

1964; Michie 1977). The Paleoindian occupation, 
while widespread, does not appear to have been 

intensive. Points usually as13C>ciated with thi. period 
include the Clovis and several variants, Suwannee, 
Simpson, and Dalton {Goodyear et al. 1989:36-38). 

Unforlunately, little is known about 
Paleoindia.n subsistence strategies, settlerhent syst~ms, 
or social organization. Generally, archaeologists agree 
that the Paleoindian groups were at a band level of 
society, were nomadic, and were both hunters and 
foragers. While population density, based on the 
isolated finds, is thought to have been low, Walthall 
suggests that toward the end of the period, "there was an 
increase in population density and in territoriality and. 
th~t a number of new resource areas were beginning to 
be exploited" {Walthall 1980:30). 

Very little work in the slate has been able to 
fooug on Paleoindian settlements because of the rarity 
of the site type. No evidence was found for P aleoindian 
occupation in the La.mens-Anderson inter-riverine area, 
which is not surprising since elsewhere in the slate these 
sites are usually found clustered along major drainages 
and their tributaries which is interpreted by Michie 
(1977: 124) to support the concept of an economy 
11oriented towards the exploitation o{ naw ex\:incl mega
fauna.11 

One site identified in the Sumtet National 
Forest {Price 1992), in neighboring Laurens County, 
is believed to have a possible Paleoindian component 
(38LU317). It is •ituated on a ridge saddle adjacent to 
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a spring which feeds into the Enoree River, located only 
about 0.3 miles to the north. Thi. fits well with 
previaus arguments that Paleoindian sites will be located 
adjacent to major drainages. 

Anderson {1992:32) suggests that the 
comparatively low density of Paleoindian diagnostics in 
South Carohns may be because the state could have 
been on the edge of the ranges of groups centered in 
other areas. He suggests that permanent settlements 
elsewhere probably occurred later in the Paleoindian 
period, only when population level. had grown 
appreciably in these centers. This would help to explain 
the overlap in stylistic traditionB (such as the Clovis, 
Suwannee, Simpson, and Dalton) observed in South 
Carolina which perhaps resulted horn populations 
expanding outward from these centers. 

Archaic Period 

The Archaic period, which detes from 8000 to 
as late as 500 B.C. in the Piedmont, does not form a 
sharp break with the Paleoindian period, hut is a slow 
lranrition characterized by a modem climate and an 
increase in the diversity of material culture. Archaic 
period. assem1lages, characterized by comer-notched, 
side-notched, and broad stemmed projectile points, are 
common in the vicinity, although they rarely are found 
in good, well-prese<Ved contexts (for a thorough 
disougsion of the Early Archaic, see Anderson and 
Sassaman 1996, while Anderson and Joseph 1988 offer 
a review of prehistoric archaeology along the upper 
Savannah River). 

Prehistoric sites in tb Piedmont inter-riverine 
zones are for the most part charaoterized as "upland 

lithic scatters" (House and Wogarnan 1978:xii). These 
sites are shallow deposits without stratigraphic 
definition, contain a diversity of arlifaots, and are 
commonly disturbed by plowing and/or erosion (Canouls 
and Goodyear 1985; Trinkley and Caballero 1983:27). 

Early Archaic 

During the Laurens-Anderson study (Goodyear 
et al. 1979), four sites with Early Archaic components 
were identified. Each of these sitas contained a single 
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Regional Phases 

Dates Period Sub- COASTAL MIDDLE SAVANNAH CENTRAL CAROLINA 
Period VALLEY PIEDMONT 

1715 !;i Caaway ' EARLY Alt"""1a 

"' ' 1650 
Rembert ' 
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~ 

~ 
Hardaway - D;:ilton 

12.000 CUmbemnd ClM; Simpson 

igure 5. Generalized cultural periods for South Carolina. 
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example of Dalton 1 points or probable Dalton preforms 
made of indigenous Piedmont quartz. The following 
Palmer phase was found to be very common in the area 
and was represented by 28 sites. While most of the 
specimens were manufactured from the local quartz, 
some were mamtlaclured from Coastal Plain chert from 
the Flint River formation located in the lower coastal 
plain of South Carolina and Georgia. There were also 
axamples of metavolcanic rhyolite from the Carolina 
Slate Belt and what may be "Ridge and Valley chert" 
from eastern Tennessee. 

At these sites a wide range of tool types were 
identified including a large number of unifacial and 
flake tools believed to be associated with the Early 
Archaic occupation. Goodyear et al. (1979:197) found 
that while Early Archaic sites with unifaces were found 
tkoughout the corridor, sites on ridgetops which were 
large watershed divides produced higher counts. They 
believe that the large number of sitee producing Palmer 
points is related to environmental changes at that time. 

The large divernity in litb.c raw material provided 
information regarding their "mobility patterns and 
regions of interactions" (Goodyear et al. 1979: 198). 

. Anderson and Hanson's (1988) 
band/macroband model of Early Archaic settlement was 

formulated primarily to evaluate data from the 
Savannah River basin. In the Savannah River Valley, 
settlemant organization of the Early Archaic people was 

ti characterized by the use of a logistically provisioned 

seasonal base camp or camps during the winter, and a 
series of short-term foraging camps throughout the 
remainder of the year" (Anderaon 1992:36). During the 
early spring, the groups are believed to have moved 
toward the coast, then hack into the upper coastal plain 
and piedmont during the later spring, summer, and 
early fall. During the winter they returned to their base 
camp incorporating some side trips to other drainagea 
for aggregation events by groups from two or more 

different drainages. These aggregation sites are believed 
to have been located on Fall Line river terraces 

(Anderaon 1989a:36). One example of a poatulated 

1 Some researchers {see, for instance, Anderson 
1992) d.,,ify Dalton ., Paleoindian w!ule others (Goodyear 
et al. 1989) cl.,,ify it ., Archoic. 
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base camp iB the G.S. Lewis site at the Savannah River 
Site. This site iB located on a ridge adjacent to the 
confluence of Upper Three Runs Creek and the 
Savannah River. Given this scenario for the Savannah 
River basin (which likely applies to other river basins), 
Early Archaic eitee in the Piedmont were likely 
occupied from summer until fall and don't include 
aggregation sitee. Anderson and Hanson (1988) place 
the Upper Piedmont in the Saluda/Broad macroband 
settlement system. A± the band level, they propoeed "co-
residential population aggregates" coneiBting of 50 to 
150 people which occupied and moved primarily within 
one drainage basin. They projected that individual 
macroband population was between 500 and 1500 
people. They aleo formulated a spatial model for the 
distribution of individual bands over the South Atlantic 
Slope. 

Anderson (1989b) notes that data from the 
Savannah River Site and the Richard B. RUBsell 
Reservoir "suggest that a decline in utilization of the 
Coastal Plain may have occurred at the aame time as an 
increase in utilization of the Piedmont [and] may be a 
part of a trend noted in the terminal Early Archaio in 
the general region. Settlement patterning in any given 
area was thus likely shaped by a range of variables, such 
as local resource structure, as well as by more regional 
trends in climate, population density, and these patterns 

apparently changed appreciably over tin1e
11 (Anderson 

1992:39). Data from the Laurens-Anderson study and 
the Savannah River project suggests that inter-riverine 
sites will be found on hills between watershed divides 
and riverine sites will be located on knolls adjacent to a 
major confluence. 

Middle Archaic 

Morrow Mountain and Guilford points 
constituted the primary evidence for Middle Archaic 
(5000 to 3000 B.C.) occupation in the Laurens
Anderson corridor (Goodyear et al. 1979). Morrow 
Mountain constituted the vast bulk of these projectile 
points and were present in both the I and II varieties.2 

2 Cpe (1964) describes Morrow Mountain I as a 
small triangular blade with a short: pointed stem, while the 
Morrow Mountain II is Je.gcribed as a long narrow blade with 
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Over 95% of the 145 points were manufactured from 
the local quartz, which parallels other fuulings in 
Piedmont South Carolina. Guilford was not nearly as 

prominent and consisted of 35 finished specimens or 
prefonns, all of which were manufactured from quartz.3 

The Middle Archaic period was found to 
consist of the largest number of sites. In terms of 
geographic distribution, Goodyear et al. (1979) found 
that the Morrow Mountain phase was much like the 
Palmer phase, with sites occurring on ridges hetween 
watersheds. However, the almost complete reliance on 

local quartz separates the Morrow Mountain and 
Guilford phase sharply from the earlier Palmer phase. 
They suggest that "[t]he large number of Middle Archaic 
sites well dispersed through the inter-riverine areas and 
the ahundant nature of chipped quartz remains on these 
sites suggest frequent movement and activity 
throughout the Piedmont of South Carolina". 
(Goodyear et al. 1979:207). Dat.. from early reservoir 
projects (see, for example, Wauohope 1966) as well as 
inter-riwrine observations by Caldwell (1954; 1958) 
and Coe (1952) made it clear that there were sharp 
contrasts between riverine and inter-riverine sites in 
terms of arlifacl divenrity and density, and in the use of 
shellfish (Sassaman and Andereon 1994:134). With 
the advent of oultural resource management in the 
1970s, a.dditional data was available and fnrther 
empha.<ized these differences. All of this data indicated 
that the largest and densest sites were located along 
large rivers, and that small, sparse sites were found 

throughout the uplands. While these differences were 
clear, what remained unclear was the relationship 

between riverine and inter-riverine sites in a settlement-

a long tapered elem. While he de.cci1eo them as different 
types, he notes that many people have chosen not distinguish 
between the two. 

3 Preforms represent an intermediate stage b~tween 
flakes from secondary cores and quarry blades. Some are 

wodred bifaci.lly, although moat are unifacial aod slill relain 
the platform ond hul1 of per=siou. Quany blaJe. are usu.Jly 
bifacially worked ond are made lo allow easy !raruporlaliou of 
~tb.io materials until the time it iB needed to be made into a 
projectile point. Some researchers have used the terms 
ptelorm and quany blade inlerchange.b\y, meaning the 
bifacially wotkad ovata blade. 

subsistence system, and how, if at all, this system 
changed over time (Sassaman and Anderson 

1994:135). 

House and Ballenger studied this issue during 
their survey work on the proposed Interstate 77 project 
in 1976. They clasaified riverine zones of cont..ining 
only the largest rivers while inter-riverine ·zones 

consiBted of smaller rivers and streams. House and 

Ballenger (1976) argued that streams with a ,anking of 
3 or b.igher4 contained resources that were not abundant 

in the uplands (fish, turtle, raccoon, etc.), wheteas 
smaller streams had a higher density of deer and nut 
masts. Tbe resulting archaeological assemblages from 
these distinct areas should, themselves, be distinct 
(House and Ballenger 1976; Saesaman and Anderson 
1994). They divided their sites into hahilation and 
extraction sites' using a lithic tool classification scheme 
that would allow functional sorting of the two site types. 
From the information gathered UBing this analysis, 
coupled with data on the seasonal evailahility of 
resources, they created a Middle and Late Archaic 
settlement model: 

involving spring and summer 
residence along major rivers; a move 

to seasonal base camps in upland 

creek valleys in September to take 
advantage of deer concenh-ation in 

upland hardwood zones, with some 
exploitation of other resources as 

well; and then a return to riverine-

'According to the eyslem, based cu Strahler (1964) 
1st ordor slreams are the fingertip tributaries al tho head of a 
stream and may either be year-round or seasonally flowing 
stream.. A 2nd orde< ab-earn ;, formed by the confluence of 
two la! or.le, sb:aamB. A 3,J odet sb:earn is lormed by the 
confluence of two 2nd order streams, etc. This system 
requires that at least two atreams of a given order be joined to 
form a stream of the next highest order. The main stem of a 
riv" will alwaY' have the highest orda<. 

5 An extraction site is an area where resources (such 
as fish, H.thic raw material, etc.) were obtained and i:3 often 
reprosonted by lithic debilage aod perhaps small camp siles. A 
habitation site is a seasonal OL temporary camp where theEe 
resources were usu.Jly consumed, used, or worked. 

13 
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located winter quarters with 
permanent houses in about 
December when the coldeet month. 
arrived, the deer rutting season came 
to an end, and the acorn mast in the 

hardwood fore.ts began to be 
exhaueted (Hou.e and Ballenger 
1976:117). 

The Windy Ridge site (Hou.e and Wagaman 
1978), while fitting the expected upland site profile as 
proposed by Hou.e and Ballenger (1976), may have 
been u.ed as a habitation site during the Middle 
Archaic. Other projects also complicated the model. 
Wark in the Richard B. Ru.sell Reservoir (Anderson 
and Schuldenrein 1985; Tippett and Marquardt 1981) 
examined a number of sites with Morrow Mountain 

components. Interestingly, none of these riverine sites 
produced demer or more diverse remains than did inter
riverine sites. This suggested that Middle Archaic people 
were not using the riverine and inter-riverine areas 
much differently in this part of the state (Sassaman and 
Anderson 1994: 137). 

Sassaman (1983) attempted to more clooely 
examine Middle and Late Archaic settlement patterns 
by examining sites from a number of piedmont etudiee. 
He found that Middle Archaic settlement in the South 
Carolioa Piedmont did not fit the riverine-inter-riverine 
model. This suggested that Middle Archaic people were 
much more mobile, perhaps moving resit1:ncea every few 
weeks which fit Binford', (1980) definition of a foraging 
society. Binford (1980) proposed that foragers had high 
levels of residential mobility, moving camps often to 
take advantage of dispersed, but ainrilar resource 
patches. Collectors stayed in one laoaHon longer, by 
sending out specialized work parties to exploit resources 
in widely dispersed and di.Hnot reeource patches. He 
believed that differences in environmental etruolure 
could be traced to large scale climactic factors. He 
further noted that a collector system could arise under 
any condilioru that limited the ability of hunter
gatherers to relocate residences. During his work in the 
Haw River area of North Carolina, Cable (1982) argued 
that postg\acia\ warming at the encl of the Pleistocene 
led to increased vegetational homogeneity which 
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encouraged foraging. 6 

Sassaman (1983) suggeets that this indicates 
a large degree of homogeneity of the piedmont 
environments. They also had a b;gh degree of social 
flexibility, allowing them to pick up and move when 
needed. This bigh level of mobility did not allow them 
to traruport much material, which in turn, allemted the 
need for elaborate or specialized tools to procure and 
process resources at locations distant from camp. Since 
quartz is practiaally everywhere in the piedmont, tooL. 

could be easily replaced and were expedient. The bigh 
mobility and the expediency of tools helps to explain the 
abundance of Middle Archaic sites in the piedmont 
without having to imply a population explosion. 
Sassaman called this model the "Adaptive Flexibility" 
model (Sassaman 1983; Sassaman and Anderson 
1994). 

Late Archaic 

Savannah River Stemmed and Otarr.7 
etemrned points are the primary indicators of Late 
Archaic settlement in the Laureru-Andersan etudy area. 
Ten Savannah Rive' phase sites and seven Otarre phase 
sites were ic\enufied. Quartz tools, which were found in 
overwhehning abundance at earlier sites, consisted only 
of about 57% of the Savannah River assemblage. Other 
materials included 11silicates, volcanic slate/argill.ite, and 
unknown igneous/metamorphic11 (Goodyear et al. 
1979:207). The Otarre assemblage reflected a trend 
away from igneous/metamorphic rock, with a 
concentration of quartz and siliceous materials. The 

incorporation of more types of l±tbic raw material as well 
as the fact that Late Archaic diagnostics are much fewer 
than Micldle Archaic diagnostic artifacts indicates a 
sharp decrease in residential mobility. 

6 Since the wgetation was homogeneous and there 

were no concent:cations of resouroes people moved from place 
to place foraging ral:her than setlling near or in these resourCe 

concentrations. 

7 AccordinJl to Olive' (1981) the Otarre type ;, 
conteinporaneous with the Savannah River stemmed type and 

fall within the category of "Small Savannah River Stemmed". 
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Many of these Late Archaic sites produced fire 
cracked roak which was found on major ridges hetween 
watersheds. Goodyear et al. (1979:209-210) found that 
the inter-riverine picture of the Late Archaic contrasted 
quite sharply with river sites. Artifacts at riverine sites 

were diverse and included steatite vessels and 
netsinkere8

, ground stone axes, rock mortars and 

hand.tones, atlatl weights, and chipped stone drills. In 
the upland sites, the assemblage consists ahnost entirely 
of chipped stone bifaces and debitage. Purrington 
(1983) also noted this trend for the mountain region of 
North Carolina. At the Savannah River Plant, both 
riverine and upland sites contained a full range of tools, 

but no architectural feature• have been located. 

Soapelone hecame an important lithic resource 
in the Late Archaic period for manufa.olurlng of 
cooking vessels, and a number of soapstone quarries 
have been identified in Spartanburg and Cherokee 
counties (Ferguson 1976). Unfortunately, little iB 
known about patternB in local soapstone uee, although 
Elliott (1981) argu .. that soapstone exchange in the 
upcountry was facilitated by local reciprocal 
relatioruhips. Soapstone was also probably ueed as a 
mechanism to maintain long distance relationships 
through long distance trade. Sassaman et al. state that: 

[c)ompared to sites in the upper and 
lower reaches of the Coastal Plain, a 
higher proportion of sites in the 
middle portion of the plain contain 
soapstone artifacts. This may 
indicate that soapstone dwributioru 
were not merely the result of 
distance-decay from sources, but were 
much more dependent on the social 
con1position of exchange alliances 
(Sassaman et al. 1988:90). 

For the Late Archaic, John White (1982) al.o 

8 s....,,,an (1991:87-88) stales that 'perforated 
and grooved objects are common items in Late Archaic 
....,mblag" of the Savannah Rive< Valley. Both the grooved 
and perforated varieties have been :referred to as 11netsinke:rs11

, 

but the more comn1on perlorated slave was apparently used as 
a cooking stone." 

applied a riverine/inter-riverine dichotomy. He 
demonstrated that riverine sites were much more dense 
and diverse than inter-riverine sites, but also identilied 
the existence of diverse and sometimes dense 

assemhlages at upland siles. He argued that they were 
habitation camps during periods of seasonal d;,,persal 
from riverine aggregation bases. 

Although Steven Savage (1989) has proposed 
a 11Late Archaic Landecape11 model, a number of 
researchers (i.e. Anderson l 989a; Cable 1994; and 
Rafferty 1992) have noted that 6. study was serioUBly 
flawed by the "miBappropriation of data from the 
Richard B. RUBsell ourvey" (Sassaman and Andernon 
1994: 142). The purpose of the work was to attempt to 
apply the locational methods of ors to the analysiB of 
Late Archaic social systemB in the Upper Savannah 
River Valley. However, he only chose to use early 

intensive ourvey data and ignored subsequent data from 
testing and excavation. In addition, he chose to ignore 
problems such as multicomponentcy and 
representativeness (Cable 1994). Although it was 
considered a noteworthy study since it was the first to 
uee Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for the 
analysiB of settlement dwribution, "the errors detract 
from the potential value of Savage's approach11 

(Sassaman and Anderson 1994:142). 

Woodland Period 

The Woodland period begiru, by definition, 
with the introduction of fired clay pottery about 2000 
B.C. along the South Carolina coast and much later in 
the Caroba Piedmont, about 500 B.C. Regardless, the 
period from 2000 to 500 B.C. was a period of 
tremend01.1B change. 

The aubsiBtence economy during this period 
was based primarily on deer hunting and fishing, with 
supplemenlal inclusions of small mammals, birds, 
reptiles, and shel!fi.h. V arioue aaloulatione of the 
probable yield of deer, fuh, and other food sourcee 
identified from some coastal sites indicate that 
sedentary life was not only possible, but probable. 
Further iuland it seems likely that many Native 
American groups continued the previous established 
patterru of band mobility. These frequent moves would 
allow the groups to take advantage of various seasonal 
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resources, such as shad and sturgeon in the spring, nut 

masts in the fall, and turkeys during the winier. 

Early Woodland 

Brooks and Hanson (1987) noted signili.cant 
changes in the density and distribution of upland 
tributary sites during the Woodland period in the Steel 
Creek area of the Savannah River Plant. Brooks 
proposed that as tributary associated habitats became 
more produdive with floodplain maturation that upland 
tributary terraces became areas of more permanent 

occupation. For the Savannah River area, the data 
suggested to Brooks that annual settlement ranges in 
the Early Woodland period ware restricted to tributary 
watersheds (Sassaman et al. 1990:315). 

Artifacts typical of the Early Woodland in the 
Upp er Piedmont consist of Dunlap and Swannanoa 
ceramics (similar to the Kellog focus of N orthem 
Georgia). The Dunlap series is characterized by a 
medium to coarse sand pa.ate, fabric impi:essions, and 

vessels with a simple jar or cup form. The Swannanoa 
ceramics, with heavy crushed quartz tempel-, are cord 
marked or fabric impressed conoidal jars and simple 
bowl.. Other surface treatments consist of simple 
stamping, check stamping, and smoothed plain (Keel 
1976:230). Early Woodland projectile point types 
consist of Savannah River Stemmed (and its variants) 
and Swannanoa Stemmed. 

Land use during the Early Woodland period in 
some areas of the Piedmont suggests extensive use of 
the inter-riverine zone. Two sites (one in Greenville 

Connty and one in Laurens County) contained dense 
remains and were located on the south face of a slope 
adjacent to springs. Goodyear et al. (1979:230) suggest 
that these sites 11reflect a fall-winter oooupation period 
with subsistence activities primarily related to nut 
gathering and deer hunting. If these two •ites in fact 
represent fall-winter base camps it would represent a 
strong break with previous Archaic systems and their 
settlement strategies for exploiting inter-riverine biotic 
resources11

• Based on these previous studies, Early 
Woodland sites are most likely to be found adjacent to 

springs or the upland terraces of tributaries. 
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Middle Woodland 

The Middle Woodland period is "virtually 
lacking11 in the Laurens-Anderson inter-riverine zone. 
One denBely occupied site in adjacent Laurens County 
was fonnd in an unusnally large floodplain of a rank 2 
stream. Goodyear et al. state that: 

[g]iven the habitation like oharacter 
of this site, plus the large number of 
simple stamped bearing floodplain 
sites along larger streams such as the 
Reedy River, it is tempting to see 
agriculture playing a role in the 
apparent re-orientation to flood-plain 
environments during the ntiddle 

Woodland period in the Piedmont 
environment. In this regard, the 
middle Woodland period sites and 
their locations would seem to presage 
the late pre~toric Mississippian 
period pattern during the latter, 
where large agriculturally related 
villages were constructed along fertile 
stretches of floodplain {Goodyear et 
al. 1979:230-231). 

This new pattern is al.o reflected in the 
Savannah River Valley where Savannah terrace sites at 
the mouth of Upper Three Rnns Creek were being 
occupied again for intensive settlement. Midden 
accumulations indicate long term occupation. by 
relatively large groups (Sassaman et al. 1990:315). 

Pottery typical of the Middle Woodland in the 
Upper Piedmont consists of the Pigeon and 
Cartersville series. Pigeon is quartz tempered with 
surface treatments of check stamping, simple stamping, 
and hrushmg. The Cartersville type is characterized by 
sand or grit paste with the primary surface treatment 
being cordmarkmg, although there are also check 
stsmped and simple stamped varieties. The Cartersville 
series is thought to be closely related to the Deptford 
series on the Coast. Anderson and Schuldenrein 
(1985:720) suggest that Cartersville continues well into 
the Late Woodland period. Projectile points typically 
found in association with these pottery are the Pigeon 

Side Notched and Corner Notched types. 
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Testing at 38LU107 (Wood and Gresham 
1981) demonstrated that one of the most intensive 
ocoupationB of tlus multicomponent site waa during the 
Middle Woodland period. This site is located on a knoll 
adjacent to South Rabon Creek, near its confluence 

with North Rabon Creek. A nnmber of features were 
encountered including a large, deep pit, post holes, and 
a stone hesrth. This indicated that even sites on plowed· 
knolls can and do produce subsurface fealuree. 

Since the Middle Woodland period reflects a 
new pattern of settlement, questions regarding how 
quickly this change occurred and how the transition to 
horticulture affected their material culture should be 
examined. Clearly, tlus change did not occur over night 
and perhaps examination of radiocarbon dates from 

upland and riverine sites during this traneition period 
will begin to clarify queetions regarding change in 
lifeways. 

Late Woodland 

Small triangular points which are generally 
believed to be diagnostic of the Late Woodland and 
Mississippian periods consisted of 12 examples in the 
Laurens:Anderson study. Ten of these were 
manufactured from quarb: while the other two where 
manufactured from either rhyolite or a Piedmont 
silicate. These projectile points were typed ae 
"MiSBissippian triangulars" and included what they 
believed were Uwharne or Pee Dee Triangular types and 
the Hamilton Incurvate Triangular type. Na pier and 
Connestee Series pottery are typical Late Woodland 
types for the Upper Piedmont region. The Napier series 
is a fine sand tempered ware with fine complicated 
stamped desigrul. The Conneelee series is a thin walled 
sand tempered ware with brushed or simple stamped 
surface decorations. There are also cord.marked, check 
stamped, fabric impressed, and plain varieties (f rink!ey 
1990). 

According to SaSBaman et al. (1990:317) Late 
Woodland occupations in the Savannah River Valley 
consisted of small habitation sites along all available 
terrace loca\ione of both tnbutariee and the Savannah 
River. This increasing use of low-lying terraces suggests 
the incre..ed exploitation of floodplain habitats, perhaps 
including maize agriculture, although no direct evidence 

has yet been found at the Savannah River Site. 

Keel (1976) reported on the Garden Creek 
Mound No. 3 which contained a dominant Connestee 
component baaed on George Heye's 1915 examination 

of the mound. Later work at Garden Creek Mound No. 
2 examined a portion of a village with a large quantity 
of Conneatee remains. A num1er of post holes were 

exposed revealing one discernable square howe with 
rounded oorners meaeuring about 19 by 19 feet in 
outline. In addition, there v.iere a number refuse pits and 
hearths. The hearths included both rock filled and 
surfsce hearths. There were also a nnmber of burial pits 
(see Keel 1976:99). It is likely that Connestee sites in 
the Upper Piedmont will contain similar features. 

Mississippian Period 

The South Appalachian Mississippian period, 
from about A.D. ll 00 to A.D. 1640 is the most 
elaborate level of culture attained by the native 
inhabitants and is followed by cultural disintegration 
brought about largely by European die ease. Q The period 
is characterized by complicated stamped pottery, 
complex social organization, agriculture, and the 
construction of temple mounds and ceremonial centers. 

In the Upper Piedmont, Mississippian pottery 

includes the Pisgah and Qualia series. Pisgah ceramics 
are tempered with unmodified river sand, although some 
earlier examplea contain both river sand and crushed 
quartz. It is decorated with complicated stamping, check 
stamping and ladder-like rectilinear patterns (Dickens 
1970; Holden 1966). It should be noted that the 
Qualia series extends well into the historic period 
(ca.1500-1908) and is characterized by complicated 
stamping and bold incising. Other types described by 
Egloff (1967) include burnished, plain, check stamped, 
cord marked, and corncob impressed. At T uckaeegee 
brushed examples were also idenlified (Keel 1976). 
Other artifacts aesociated with the Mississippian period 
include triangular projecttle points, flake scrapers, 

9 Small pox was a major cause of death to a large 

num1er of Na\ivo funoricaru; during the historic period. The 
•mallpox epidemic• of 1734 and 1783 reportedly killed h.lf 
of the Chewkee population (Hatley 1993). 
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microtools, gravers, perforators, drill, ground stone 

objects (celt., pipes, and di•coidaJ.), and worked shell 
and mica (Keel 197 6). 

Very little evidence of Mississippian period 
occupation was found in the Laurens-Anderson inter

riverine survey area whiah is not surprising given the 

focus on riverine resources during this time period. Very 
little evidence of Mississippian occupation has been 

documented at the Savannah River Plant and no formal 
settlement-subsistence model has been created for this 
area (Sassaman et al. 1990:317). However, Anderoon 
(1994) ha. provided a detailed examination of evidence 
for political change at Mississippian sites in the 
Savannah River Valley and should be consulted for 
more information. 

Excavations at large Mississippian sites in the 

Upper Piedmont include work at the I.C. Few site 
which was esamined as a p•rt of the Keowee-T oxaway 
Reservoir projeol: sponsored by Duke Power Company 
(Grange 1972). Simpson's Field (38AN8) on the 
Savannah River was also inveetigated during the 
Richard B. RUBBelJ ReserVoir studies (Wood et al. 
1986). Work at the Chauga site (380C47) in nearby 
Oconee County evidenced occupation in the Early and 
Late Mississippian period. Ten stages of mound 

building were found at the site along with burial. and 
palisades. There is evidence for increasing 

impoverishment of the residents through time, since 
burial. associated with the latest phases of mound 
bntlding contained fewer grave good. than earlier phaees 
in both the occupation during the Early Mississippian 
and the Late Mississippian (Anderoon 1994:303-305). 
Homes Hogue WJson (1986) examined burials from 
the Warren Wilson site in western North Carolina and 
provided some preliminary conclusions regarding social 
slrualure b .. ed on location of burial. according to age 
and sex. For instance, she found more malea than 
femal., were buried under slrualure floors. These males 
included primarily those under 25 or over 35 years old. 
She also found that individual. buried inside of 
structures tvere more likely to have burial good.a than 
those buried in public areas. Burial feature types 
included pit burials, side-charubered burial., and 
central-chamhered burials. Studies such as this can give 
great insight into the social organization of prehistoric 
societies. 
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The largest amount of regional work has taken 
place in the North Carolina mountains al sites such as 
T uckasegee, Garden Creek, and Warren Wilson. At 
T uckaaegee a possible town howi:e was uncovered 

measuring about 23 feet in diameter with a central 
hearth (Keel 1976). At Warren Wilson several wughly 
square structures were uncovered and they all measured 

on the average about 21 feet square. Burials were 

common inside of these houses and pit features were 
almndant. Arnfacts at the Warren Wilson site included 
ceramics from the Swannanoa series up through the 

Pisgah series. (Dickens 1970). 

Historic Overview 

Historical accounts of the territory 
encompae•ing the Piedmont began with the DeSoto 
expedition in 1540 (Swanton 1946). This area, referred 
to as the 11Up Countryn or 11Back Country11 

interchangeahly, was recognized by the Indians and the 
early settlers lo be the hunting grounds of the Lower 
Cherokee (Logan 1859:6). In these ea.ly years the 
principal eource of interaction between the European 
settlers and the Cherokee involved a loosely organized 
trading network. 

After the estahlishment of South Carolina as 

a British province in 1670, organization and 
delineation into more manageable territorial units 

began. In 1685, the Proprietors sectioned the new 
province into four counties. Present Laurena County 

was included in the largest of these, Craven County, 
which remained as Indian land until 1755 (Kennedy 
1940:34). A further refinement of boundanee in 1769 
saw the creation of the Ninety Six District. It was not 
until 1785 that Laurens County was created by an acl 

of the South Carolina legislature which divided the 
district into six units of approximately 45 square miles 
each. 

The 17 55 treaty between the Cherokee and 
Governor James Glen ceded nearly half of the territory 
of present South Carolina to the whites (Mills 
1972:604). An early and sparse influx of settlers from 
the north was composed mainly of cattlemen and Indian 
traders. These semi-permanent settlements were 

concentrated along the streams and rivera where land 
was both productive and easily cleared. Cattlemen 
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constructed temporary 11cowpens11 and planted small 
sections of corn, grains, and produce for home 
consutnption. 

After the initial settlements of the 1750s the 
white population of the Up Country did not increase 
significantly untJ 1761, with the expulsion of the 
N alive American population at the end of the Cherokee 
War. This created a second wave of immigration and 
settlement, spearheaded by farmers from the northern 
colonies of North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and 
Penneylvania. These settlere developed a self-sufficient 
economy based on planting fla.i::, tobacco, com, wheat, 
and oats, and raising cattle end hogs for their own use. 
Slaves were relatively uncommon untJ the early 1800s. 

In tbs early period of European settlement 
there was little connection with the legal authorities on 
the coast (i.e., Charleston), leaving the Up County 
largely autonomoUB. Tbs led to the emergence of the 
Regulator Movement of the 1760s, a vigJante 
organization which attempted to mainta1n order and 
provide security through a system of courts and offices 
(Racine 1980: 13). By the eve of the Revolution, two
thirds of the South Carolina population lived in the Up 
Country (Racine 1980:14). 

By the onset of the American Revolution, the 
population of the Carolina Up Country was quite 
diverse in its ethnic, religious, and political 
backgrounds. These differences seemed•to localize the 
hostilities between Whigs end Tories living side by side. 

Though the end of the Revolutionary War 
brought few changes to the life of the Up Country 
farmers, a solid framework of social and political 
organization was beginning to emerge. In 1785, an act 
of the State Legislature formed Laurens County and 
provided that a court be held at the county seat every 

three months. The town of Laurensville was established 
the same year, solely as the county seat, and the first 
court was held in June 1785. The town was laid out as 

a rectangle surrounding the square, with five radiating 
streets (Laurens County Historical Society 1982:60). 

In 1790 the Piedmont, with 81,533 
inhabitants, accounted for 32.7% of South Carolina's 
population. By 1800 the population of tbs area had 

increased to 120,805, an increase of 48.2% over the 
previous decade. One obvious reason, clearly, was the 
promise of good agricultural lands, by tbs time a rare 
commodity in the coastal region. 

Tobacco remained the economic mainstay of 
the Up Country untJ the early 1800s {Ford 1 Q88:6). 
The dogged persistence of tobacco, in spite of low yields, 
poor quality, and strong competition, was to foreshadow 
the impact of cotton on South Carolina. 

Interspersed with subsistence crope was indigo, 
a crop best known from the coastal region, but produced 
on a number of up country plantations as well. In fact, 
Henry Laurens and John Lewis Gervais planned to 
establish a 13,200 acre indigo plantation in the Ninety 
Six District, but the Revolution diverted them from this 
plan. Other planters, however, found near immediate 
wealth in indigo, planting as much as 40 to 100 acres. 

Othere favored smaller acreage, ranging from 10 to 25 
acres, which required fewer slaves but still allowed profits 
during the period from 1740 to 1770 {Huneycutt 
1949; Rembert 1990). 

The importance of South Carolina indigo 
waned after the Revolutionary War. Never considered of 
high quality, the indigo from South Carolina could not 
compete on the open market after its favored status 

ended with independence from Britain. Coupled with 
this political development was the development of 
improved processing techniques in India which 
drasHoally reduced the profitabJity of South Carolina 
indigo. The final blow was the 1793 invention of the 
cotton gin, which opened a new economic era in the 
State. Indigo continu~ to be grown into the eighteenth 
century, and in 1830 nearly 200,000 pounds were 
exported from South Carolina. Yet, tbs represented 
little profit and the bulk of the crop which continued to 
be grown in South Carolina is best considered a cottage 
industry. 

James Henry Hammond's defense of the South 
before the United States Senate declared, "No, you dare 
not make war on cotton. No power on earth dares to 
make war upon it. Cotton iB King." This sentiment was 

the culmination of nearly fifty years of agricultural and 
economic practices that led the South to the brtnk of 
destruction. The Up Country's participation in this 
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economic roller coaster ha.a been described in some 

detail by Ford (1988) and only a brief synopsis will be 
presented here. 

Lacking a consistently profitable staple crop, 
the Up Country concentrated on the production of 
subsistence crops untJ the early 1800s with the 
introduction of the cotton gin and the rise of English 
textJe mil.I., the out-growth of the industrial revolution. 
This early emph<Ulis on food stuffs, while retarding 
upwaxd mobility, had a l..ong inf!uenoe on the region, 
its economy, and its world view. 

The 1826 Milk' map of Lmrens District faJ., 
to reveal any settlement in the project area (Figure 5). 
Moreover, it reveals that the project area is fairly distant 
horn any majm road, sng~ that the absence of 
settlement may be attributable to more than simply his 
maps being subscription b.,,ed. 

Cotton spread quickly dnring the first decade 
of the 1800s and by 1811 the Up Country was 

exporting aver 30 mJlion pounds of short-staple cotton 
(Ford 1988:7). This cotton boom ·promoted 
tremendous growth in the region, a growth that even the 
yeomen fanners could participate in Bince it required 
little capital outlay and was subject to no particular 
economies of Baale. 

A. in the ~ area, the history of cotton in 
the Up Country is also the history of slavery. WhJe 
LaurenB County had only 1,919 slaves in 1800 '(one 
household in five was a slaveholder), the number grew to 
7,243 by 1830, and 13,000 by 1860. At the eve of the 
Civil War slaves outnumbered the white inhabitants of 
Laurens by 3000 persons (Burnside 1982:13-14). The 
boom in cotton radically changed the face of the Up 
Country, adding hundreds of slaveholders. The 
percentage of whites in Laurens County declined horn 
84.9% in 1800 to 72.l % in 1820 to 48.6% in 1850 
(Ford 1988:45). In spite of the increase in both 
number of slaveholders and number of slaves, by 1820 
only 64 individuals in the entire region owned fifty or 
more t1lavet1, revealing that many of the fanna and 

plantations c'Ontinued to be operated solely by whites, or 
with a minimal number of Black slaves (Ford 1988:12-
13). 
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Slave holding did become, in Ford's terms "a 
widely recognized symhol of social respeciability" (Ford 
1988:14). And this respectability was purohased by the 
profits of cotton. Flush, but fragJe, cotton produced an 
economic system not unlike rice -- bound to the world 

economy over which the planter had no control. 
Consequently, the Napoleonic Wars caused a downturn 
in prices, with a revitalization of the boom in 1815 at 
the end of the war. By 1818 the prices were up to 30¢ 
a pound, from a low of 10¢ a pound during the war. By 
1819 the prices began to drop as the world experienced 
a serious depression or deflation, with no real recovery 

untJ the 1830s. Even this recovery was short lived, with 
the Panic of 1837 drastically reduoing cotton prices 
into the 1840s. 

In 1850 there were 11,953 slaves in LaurenB 
County, working on 1,603 farms totaling 182,525 
improved acres (or about 40% of the total acreage in the 
county). The tot.I value of Laurens County farmB was . 

$4,060,899, ranking fifth in the slate, behind only 
Charleston, Edgefield, Beaufort, and Abbeville. Laurelll! 
ranked fourth in number of horses (n=7,286), fourth 
in swine (n=55,288), 10th in cattle (n=22,848), and 
11th in sbeep (n=ll,583). Agricultural production was 

high, with the county producing more wheat and oats 
than any other in the state (129,694 and 66,337 
bushels respectively). It produced the third largest corn 
crop (895,291 bushels). The cotton crop, comj>Ol3ed of 
15,842 bales, was the seventh largest in the sfate 
(surpassed only by Abbeville, Edgefield, Newberry, 
Sumter, Farrfield, and Chesler counties). Laurens also 
ranked fourth in the total value of slaughtered livestock 
(n =$17 4,336). Even in manufacturing the County was 

prospering. It ranked eighth in total capital 
(n=$184,475) and third in production {n=$419,715J 
(DeBow 1854:304-307). 

At le..t part of this agricultural diversification 
was the result of the reform movement of Edmund 
Rnffin (1843), who argued for increased food crops, 
decreased cotton, and greater indut1trial development. 
WhJe having some short-term impact during the period 
of depressed cotton prices, as soon as cotton prices 
recovered, it was again planted in mass. In 1849 Up 
Country farmers produced 75% more cotton than they 
had a decade earlier (Ford 1988:43). In spite of this the 
Up Country remained largely self-sufficient, with this 
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self-sufficiency being more pronounced in the Upper 

Piedmont counties of Anderson, Lancaster, Greenville, 

Pickens, Spartanburg, and York, than in the Lower 
Piedmont counties, such as Laurens. 

Ford remarks that while the agricultural 
reform movement didn1t wean the Piedmont from 

cotton: 

it did force many Upcountry whites 
to confront the possible tension 
between the ideological devotion to 
personal independence and their 
economic interest in commercial 

agriculture. At least in theory, 
production for the market 
encouraged specialization rather than 

self-sufficienay and involved the 
producer in an increasingly complex 

nehvoi:k of economic relationships 

which threatened to undermine his 
independence. uni... properly 
leveraged, participation in the market 
economy portended an end to the 
splendid iBolation of self-sufficienay 
which did so much to preserve 
personal independence {Ford 
1988:52). 

Even in Laurerui County the MJton Agricultural 
Society reported, 11we raise among ourselves nearly JI 
the hogs, and all the cattle, that we need for 
consumptionn and that 11every farmer raises all the grain 

which he consumes, and usually markets a surplus of 
wheat and flour" (quoted in Ford 1988:54). 

Ford also cautions against the easy trap of 
accepting the "dual-economy" hypothesiB that views the 
Up Country ae divided into planters raiBing cotton and 
yeoman farmers raiBing food stuffs. Ford notes: 

by and large, Upcountry yeomen were 
not forced to make an all-or-nothing 

choice between commercial 
agriculture and subsiBtence farming, 
or between traditional mores and 
market valuee. Instead Upcountry 
yeomen made a set of crop-mix 

decisions each year, balancing their 
need for a sure and staady food 
supply with their deaire for cotton 
profits, a cash income, and a higher 
standard of living {Ford 1988:72). 

There remained an uneasy peace between yeoman and 

plantation owner in the Up Country. In order to 
maintain the political support of the yeoman majority, 
planters were forced to moderate their economic and 

legal power, molding themeelves to the community 
mores and opinion. 

Ford arguee that the Up Country actively 
parlioipated in Secession because of the: 

11country-republican11 ideal of personal 

independence, given particular 
fornfication by the use of black slavee 
as a mud-sill clasa. Yeoman rose with 
planter to defend tbs ideal because it 
was not merely the planters1 ideal, 
but his ae well {Ford 1988:372). 

The Civil War had little military impact on 
Laurens and no battles were fought in the County. It 
did, however, change Laurens1 history, destroying the 
basis of its wealth and creating in its place a system of 

tenanay -- the bring of farm laborers for a portion of 
the crop, a fixed amount of money, or both. 

Immediately after the Civil War cotton prices 
peaked, causing many Southernen:l to plant cotton 
again, in the hope of recouping losses from the War. 
The eingle largest problem across the South, however, 
wae labor. WhJe some freedmen stayed on to work, 
others, apparently many others, left. An Englishman 
traveling through the South immediately after the war 
remarked that, 'Thirty-seven thousand negroes, 
according to newspaper estimates, have left South 
Carolina already, traveling west" (quoted in Orner 
1988:49). 

The bring of freedmen began immediately 
after the war, with variable resulte. The Freedmen's 
Bureau attempted to establish a system of wage labor, 
but the effort wae largely tempered by the enactment of 
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the Black Codes by the South Carolina Legislature in 
September 1865. These Codes allowed nominal 
freedom, while esta1lishing a new kind of slavery, 
severely restricting the rights and freedoms of the black 
majority (see Omer 1988:50). Added to the Codes were 
oppressive contracts which reinforced the power of the 
plantation owner and degraded the freedom of the 
Blacks. The freedmen found power, however, in their 
a1ility to break their contraats and move to a new 
plantation, beginning a new contract. With the high 
price of cotton and the scarcity of labor, this mechanism 
caused tremendous agitation to the plantation owners. 

Gradually owners turned away from wage labor 
contracts to two kinds of tenancy - sharecropping end 
renting. WhJe very different, both succeeded in making 
land ownenihip very difficult, if not impossible, for the 
vast majority of Blacks. Sharecropping required the 
tenant to pay his landlord part of the crop produced, 
while renting required that he pay a fixed rent in either 
crops or money. In sharecropping the tenant supplied 
the labor and one-half of the fertilizer, the landlord 
supplied everything else --· land, house, tools, work 
animals, animal feed, wood for fuel, and the other half 
of the needed fertilizer. In return the landlord received 
half of the crop at harvest. This system became known 
as 11working on ha.l.ves," and the tenants as 11half hands," 
or 11half tenants. 11 

In share-renting, the landlord supplied the 
land, housing, and either one-quarter or one-third of 
the fertilizer costs. The tenant supplied the labor, 
animals, animal feed, tools, seed, and the remainder of 
the fertilizer. At harvest the crop was divided in 
proportion to the amount of fertilizer that each party 
supplied. A number of variations on this occurred, one 
of the most common being "third and fourth," where the 
landlord received one-fourth of the cotton crop and one
third of all other crops. In cash-renting the landlord 
provided the land and housing, with the renter providing 
everything else and paying a fixed per-acre rent in cash. 

Between 1880 and 1925 the number of 
owner-operated farms in the Piedmont increased by 
35.3%, while the number of cash renters increased by 
375.4% and the number of sharecroppers increased by 
155.8%. Moreover, 1880 was the only year between 
1880 and 1925 during which a majority of Piedmont 

farmers were owners, and tb occurred in only three 
counties. One of these was Laurens, where 58.6°/o of 
the farmers were listed as owners in 1880. Afterwards 
the population of owner-operators in the Piedmont 
remained at about 30% (Or.er 1988:60). 

In 1884 the labor system of Laurens County 
was described: 

Land is usually furnished for services 
rendered. One-third of crop is paid 
for rent. Wages do not prevail such. 
When they do, the laborer gives the 
whole time [a 10-hour dey] and is 

paid as above [board and $8 to $10 a 
month for men and $4 to $6 a 
month for women] (The News and 
Courier 1884:n.p.). 

The account continued by noting that the cost of cotton 
production was a1out $40 per 500 pound bale. There 
were about 200 gins operating in Laure.rui County and 
the distance cotton would be hauled to a gin never 
exceeded 3 miles. The report indicated that freedmen 
"never succeed [as farm owners] unless under advice and 
using the judgement of white farmers of experience11 

(The News and Courier 1884:n.p.). 

Orser notes that the period from 1880 to 
1920 is one of consistent agricultural expansion, with 
a concomitant increase in cotton production. This 
trend, however, changed between 1920 and 1925, when 
both the number of fanns and the cotton production 
dramatically decreased (Orser 1988:69). The causes of 
this reversal are at least two-fold: increasing Piedmont 
erosion and the introduction of tbe boll weevil (cf. Orser 
1988:77). 

The 1938 General Highway and 
Transportation Map of Laurence County (Figure 6), 
reveals that there were two tenant houses in the 

· immediate project area, situated behind the main farm 
unit, fronting the road today known ae Le Cary Road. 
The structures shown on thie map are proba1ly 
represented by the scatter identified as 3SLU444. 
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Methodolof(y 

The initially propoeed field techniques involved 
the placement of shovel tests at 100 foot interval., 
regardless of topography or soil conditions, within the 
proposed. mine pit survey area. Tb.is interval, at the low 
end of the range recommended by the State Historic 
Preservation Office, would be most likely to identify 
sites which might be preSent. If areas of steep slopes 

were encountered, or if the shovel testing revealed 
eroded soils, then we reserved the ability to adjust the 
lest interval lo 200 feet. 

All fill was to be screened through 1/4 inch 
mesh, with each tee! numbered sequentially on its 
lraruect. Each test would measure about 1 foot square 
and would normally be taken to a depth of at least 1 
foot. All cultural remains would be collected, except for 
mortar and brick, which would be quantitatively noted 
in the field and discarded. Noles would be maintained 
for profiles at any sites encountered. 

Should sites (identified as three or more 
arlifacts within a 25 foot diameter) be identified by 
shovel le.ting, fnrlher tests would be used to obtain data 
on site boundaries, artifact quantity and diversity, site 
integrity, and temporal affiliation. The information 
required for completion of South Carolina Institute of 
Archaeology and Anthropology site forms wculd be 
collected and photographs would be taken, if warranted 
in the opinion of the field investigator. 

The actual field methods did not deviate from 
those initially proposed. The proposed mine pit is in an 
area of generally low vieibili.ty, being largely covered by 
pasture grass (see Figure 3). There was, however, one 
area where clear cutting had exposed the ground surface 
(see Figure 4), dramatically increase surface vieibili.ty. 
Regardless, this area was al.o shovel tested at 100 foot 
interval.. In additicn, a podeetrian survey was al.o 
conducted in this area. 

As a result, the cine acre tract was investigated 
through the excavation of 90 shovel tests, for an av~rage 
of 4.5 shovel teste per acre (Figure 8) 

38LU444 

The shovel tests failed to identify any 
archaeological remains in the survey tract. However, the 
pedestrian 8\U'.Vey 0£ the clear cut area at the 
northeastern edge of the survey tract revealed a scatter 
of historic material. measuring about 100 feet norlh
south by about 300 feet east-west (Figure 9).The 
central UTM for this site is E409680 N3821290 end 
it is situated abont 1,200 feet norlh and 3,500 feet 
west of S.C. 49 about at the top of the ridge, at an 
elevation of 720 feet AMSL (Figure 10). 

Material. scattered on the surface include 
glass, ceramics, and some minor architectural fragments 
(primarily window glass). Only a selective grab collection 
was made, which includes four fragments of clear bottle 
glass, one fragment of green :bottle glass, one fragment 
of brown bottle glass, one fragment of window glass, two 
whiteware ceramics, one porcelain ceramic, and one 

fragment of milk glass. 

Three of the initial transect shovel tests were 
placed through the site, with none producing any 
positive tests. Each profile revealed about a foot of 
yellowish-red (5YR5/8) sandy clay oveJying a very firm 
red (2.5YR4/8) clay subsoil. Thia profile is consistent 
with Cecil soil., and indicates that the site lacks any A 
horizon. At least since the clear cutting the reddish clay 
soils are exposed, indicating at the least sheet erosion. 

An additional eight shovel teste were excavated 
50 feet norlh and south of the central transect through 
the eite, in an efforl to identify subsurlace remains and 
perhaps refine the site boundaries. All of theBe tests 
were also negative. 
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Figure 11. Standing barn and cattle pen south of survey tract, view to the west. 
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There are a nuniber of appropriate, and 

significant, research questions for twentieth century 
sites in the Carolina Piedmont. They can explore the 

status and range in artifacts present at such sites, 
explore their relationship to the region's economy, 

compare the range of materials at different types of 
sites, and explore issues of ethnicity. Through 

archaeology the occupants of such sites can be given 
voices denied them hy the scant historical records 

Nevertheless, the data sets present at the site 
are limited to glass and ceramic artifacts, with only a 
very ~rse architectural assemblage. It may be that the 
bulk of the materiale were bulldozed off the Bite and into 
windroWB with the wood debrie from clear cutting. 
Regardless, the shovel tests failed to reveal any features, 
concentrations of at±ifa.cts, or faunal remains. There are 
no in situ architectural features. 

The historical research reveals that there were 

originally two domestic structures in this area and it 
appears that they have been blurred together - furlhez 
complicating any efforts to tease apart the artif.at 
assemblage or make eense of the snrface scatter. 

Coupled with these concerns is the evidence 
that the site has suffered extensive erosion and that all 

of the artifacts present will be found on the surface. 
There appears to be no depth to the deposits and tbere 
is no wsy, with the recent clearing, to determine if these 
remaulli retain their original horizontal integrity. In 

fact, given the presenae of the nearby windrow, they 
likely do not. 

A. a result, it is unlikely that the data sols are 
adequate, or appropriate, to address the research 
questionB. Moreover, it is likely that these data sets bave 
been largely stripped of their integrity, furlber reducing 
their research potential. 

As a result, we reeommend the site as not 
eligible for inclusion on the National Register of 
Historic Places. No additional management activities 
are recommended, pending review by the State Historic 
Preservation Office. 

Nearby Standing Architecture 

About 600 feet to the southwest - and off the 
survey tract - tbere is a standing wood barn and animal 
pen (Figure 11). It is in poor condition, but appears to 
have heen used ta corral cattle. A cattle chute is present 
on one side. A portion of the structure Ul open, while a 
portion is roofed in tin. 

It is unlikely that this structure is eligible for 
inclusion on the National Register, but being outside 
the survey tract w made no further assessment effort. 

W.R. Grace & Campany should take care not to affect 
the condition of this structure without additional 
assessment. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The background research for this project failed 
to identify any known or suspected archaeological sites, 

although the piedmont topography ie certainly 
appropriate for the recovery of Archaic Period 
prehistoric archaeological eiles. Tempering this 
assessment, howe'V'er, is the documented extent of 

erosion in Laurens County, especially associated with 
the steep sotle ond cultivated ridgetops associated with 
the area. The historical research did reveal the proba1le 
location of two early lo mid-twentieth century domestic 
farm struclmes, probably tenant houses. 

The archaeological survey combined pedestrian 
survey with ahovel testing. The study tract was shovel . 
using tests apaced at 100 feet on transects every 100 
feel. The tests revealed that our concerns regarding 
erosion were well founded. The vast majority of the tests 
revealed a very thin A horizon or an absence of A 
horizon aoils. In addition, some of the tract had been 
logged, which proba1ly exacerbated the natural erosion 
tendencies. 

Regardless, a small scatter of historic remains 

was encountered- not in the shovel testing, but during 

the pedestrian survey. Recorded as 38LU444, this site 
is evaluated as Licking both the data sets, and the 
integrity, to adequately address significant research 
questions. AB a result, the site ha.s been recomn1ended 

not eligible for inclusion on the National Register. 

A standing structure was found on the 
property, but outside the survey boundaries. WhJe it ie 

unlikely that this barn could be aoneidered eligible for 
inclusion on the National Register it was not assessed as 
part of this study and no action should be taken that 
would endanger it until such time as an assessn1ent is 
made. . 

There remairui, of comae, the poesibility that 
unrecorded archaeological ailes may be idennfied during 
the oonstruation of the project. Wble unlikely, sites 
might be idennfied by concentrations of briaka, bottles, 
pottery, ceramics, arrowheads or -other stone tools, 
flakes, or even bonee. Should such remairul be found, it 
ie our recommendation that construction be halted and 
that either Chicora or the State Historic Preserntion 
office be nonfied of the finds. This will allow a inore 
complete evaluation. 
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